Future of the Workplace

Insights From a Think Tank:
THE FUTURE OF THE WORKPLACE

There is no shortage of articles, studies and blog posts about
workplace trends and yet every business leader wants to
know “what’s next?” Who better to brainstorm about the
future of the workplace than companies who are deemed
“Best Companies to Work For,” those recognized nationally
for being great places to work? These companies are leading
the way in creatively investing in their workforce and the
work environment to create a competitive advantage.
During the 2015 Great Place to Work® conference in Dallas,
Kahler Slater and Granite Properties took the opportunity
to host a Think Tank focused on the future of the workplace.
Kahler Slater and Granite Properties invited leaders from
great companies across many different industries to
collaborate and think big about what may be coming next
for the workplace. The following is a summary of the Think
Tank methodology and insights that came from this
brainstorming session.
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ABOUT KAHLER SLATER & GRANITE PROPERTIES
Kahler Slater is an interdisciplinary architectural, interior design and environmental
branding design enterprise that creates transformational experiences and
environments for visionary clients throughout the country. Kahler Slater has been
recognized as a Best Small & Medium Workplace by the Great Place to Work®
Institute and FORTUNE magazine for eleven consecutive years. The Kahler
Slater team has been studying the workplaces of the Best Companies for many
years resulting in two white papers (What Makes a Great Workplace? and Great
Culture. Great Workplace.) as well as several national presentations.
Granite Properties, a privately held commercial real estate investment and
management company, is ranked number one by the Great Place to Work®
Institute and FORTUNE magazine as the Best Small Workplace in the country.
Granite’s commitment to understanding workplace trends comes from a desire to
be proactive in meeting the current and future needs of their building tenants and
employees so they can remain at the forefront of their very competitive industry.

METHODOLOGY FOR THE THINK TANK
The purpose of a Think Tank is to explore a particular topic from many angles,
generate ideas and push participants to think beyond the obvious. In this case
the topic was: the Future of the Workplace. The aim was to facilitate a lively
discussion, drawing upon the experience of the participants. The Think Tank
concentrated specifically on the physical work environment and on those
things that have an effect on physical space related to the way people will
work in the future.
In preparation for the event, Kahler Slater and Granite reviewed a variety of
research reports, relevant articles, current books and economists’ predictions
to uncover trends that already have or soon will influence the way in which
people work. After much consideration, the topics and trends were narrowed
down based on those that were believed to have the most impact on the
physical workplace and workplace culture. These topics were organized under
two categories: Workplace Trends and Global Trends.
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Workplace Trends

Global Trends

Choice

The Maker Movement

Providing choice and a sense of control

The Do it yourself (DIY) revolution

over the location and the way in which

fueled by social connections

people work

Shared Economy
Healthy Workplace

(Zip Car, Uber, Liquid Space)

Promoting wellness and well-being

Collaborative sharing of goods or

at work

services via rental methodology
supported by technology

Authenticity
Communicating a company’s true
culture, story and reflecting values

Millennials in Leadership
Roles
A new wave of young leaders is changing

Inspiration

the way companies do business

Workspace that is purposely designed
to inspire employees

Pop-Up Economy
(Retail, galleries, restaurants)

Collaboration

Short term “locations” serve to build

Fostering collaboration and building

awareness and excitement

camaraderie

Big Data
The ability to track, measure, collect
and crunch massive quantities of data
to aid decision making at various levels

THINK TANK PARTICIPANTS WERE FIRST ASKED TO ANSWER
THIS QUESTION:

“

What are the top two things on your mind regarding
how the physical workplace needs to change in order
to support future ways of working?

”

Participants worked in groups and were asked to imagine the workplace ten
or more years from now related to key workplace trends. A World Café format
was utilized so that the maximum number of ideas could be shared by way of
people changing tables and topics frequently. The discussion started by focusing
on workplace topics and moved to discussions about how current global trends
could impact the workplace. A technique called “combine” was used to force or
marry global trends to the workplace to push participants to think beyond what is
already known today.
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THINK TANK INSIGHTS
After examining the pages and pages of discussion notes,
five (5) themes emerged that point to what might be on the
horizon for the Future of the Workplace.
1

A Stronger Focus on Well-being in
the Workplace

2

The Ability to Change and Customize
the Workplace Quickly

3

The Expanded Role of the Workplace
in Inspiring Employees

4

A Focus on the Workplace
as the “Connector” for
People

5

An Increase in
Personalization
in the Workplace

Future of the Workplace
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A Stronger Focus on Well-being in
the Workplace
The Think Tank participants predict an increasingly stronger focus and more
holistic approach to health and wellness. Just like the health care industry as
a whole is moving toward a focus on proactive health strategies rather than
reactively treating illness, companies will be taking a larger view of the role the
workplace can play in the overall health and well-being of employees. This notion
goes far beyond the typical wellness programs or promotion of work/life balance
we see today. Companies will explore how to be even more proactive when
it comes to helping employees manage stress and they will address multiple
dimensions of wellness including, physical, emotional and mental health.
The success of this focus on well-being will require a commitment to not only
creating physical spaces and developing the proper programming, but also
instilling a wellness culture through supportive leadership. The idea that
companies need to start by taking a holistic approach to improving well-being
for employees means that they will be looking at how they can help employees
cope and manage their whole lives, getting to the root of the problem to make
people healthier.
Ideas for taking health in the workplace to the next level include thoughts on
pushing beyond today’s expectations of a connection to nature in the office. The
ideas for the future pushed far beyond the typical umbrella table on a paved patio
space. Solutions like creating meeting places that are actually out in nature, such
as rocks around a fire pit, or creating outdoor labyrinths where employees can
walk and think, promote a sense of peace in the work environment.
A shared company garden is another opportunity to connect to nature. Gardens
can build camaraderie between employees, improve health and relaxation and
create a connection to the community by donating some of the produce to a
local food pantry. As the farm-to-table movement continues to grow across the
country, we anticipate this type of outdoor space will become more prevalent.
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A stronger focus on health will push the workplace to have more flexible spaces
to allow for multiple uses and privacy as needed for wellness activities that
used to be performed at clinics or health clubs. Blood draws, personal coaching,
napping, yoga classes and meditation will increasingly be brought into the
workplace but will only be successfully adopted by employees if located in a
comfortable and private environment.
Additional spaces to promote movement and activity are also on the horizon.
Today we are seeing treadmill desks or multiple treadmills in a meeting room.
Tomorrow the office might look more like a fitness center or YMCA. Imagine
meetings on the basketball court.
Another aspect of health and wellness has to do with how technology, while
essential, has added to daily stress due to the rapid pace, information overload
and constant connectivity. Participants felt that an anti-technology push has just
begun and will continue to gain traction through various workplace strategies,
which means creating physical, tech-free spaces within the workplace will be
more commonplace.
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The Ability to Change and Customize
the Workplace Quickly
When the fast pace of change being demanded by Millennials meets big data
and “Pandora” type personalized technology, the logical “what’s next” is the
desire to have the ability to change the workplace very quickly. The ability to
significantly customize and adapt the workplace quickly, without a professional
construction crew, was seen as an important workplace design focus in
the future.

“

An office that is open, agile, collapsible, movable
is constantly on my mind.

”

— Think Tank Participant

Imagine the ability to walk into an office or conference room and have the room
intuitively adapt to the user’s needs. Today, the technology exists to program
temperature, light settings, etc. However, Think Tank participants anticipate a
future where rooms can adapt to personal needs based on preferences that
have been recorded over time or collected via technology.
This idea takes flexibility to a whole new level. It is about the speed and ease
of change. It is less about having a permanent space to call your own and more
about temporary spaces that best facilitate the work process or support specific
work habits. The size of the room, the seating, the walls, the technology—
everything can be changed or modified. The sense of permanence in an office
space becomes less desirable compared to the vibrancy and practicality of
temporary, changeable space.
Forward thinking companies are already allowing project teams to customize
their spaces. One technology company shared that they provide rooms for their
project teams in which each group is allowed to customize the space in terms
of configuration, furnishings, colors, etc. to best suit their current workload,
activities and personalities. This not only allows them to work more effectively
together, it builds team pride. In the future, data tracking technologies and
custom apps will take this idea to the next level.
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The Expanded Role of the Workplace
in Inspiring Employees
Think Tank participants talked about the need to constantly inspire employees
in a highly competitive world. Participants discussed that today, a great deal of
attention is paid to the external facing brand of the organization. In the future, more
attention will need to be paid to marketing and branding internally to connect the
employees to the company’s mission and the impact individual employees have on
their customers.
The group spoke about how branded environments and graphics can be used for
this purpose. Displaying examples throughout the workplace of how the company
is impacting specific customers is a good way to keep expanding the brand story
and inspiring employees.
Participants talked about how imagery and messaging need to grow with the
company and organically change to create a dynamic and energized workspace.
One of the most powerful ways to share a company’s brand or story is to have
current employees add to the story. For example, a graphic display could have
an element for personalization or commentary by employees that evolves over
time and allows everyone to contribute and leave their mark.
Anything new, whether it is a new workplace or graphics on the walls, is
inspiring in the beginning but over time that scenery needs to be refreshed in
order to maintain that level of impact. Hence, the ability to change and refresh
the workplace regularly also affects the ability to continually inspire people.
Designing special spaces that encourage innovation is another way to inspire
employees. In our DIY / Maker Movement culture, people want to play with
an idea, so why not let them? Whether the idea is work-related or just a break
from the daily grind, creating a space to play with ideas, tinker or invent engages
employees on a new level. In the future, Think Tank participants imagine that more
companies will have permanent, yet changeable, innovation workshop spaces.
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By tapping into the ideas of the Pop-up Economy, companies can offer unique
perks or spaces that are here today but gone tomorrow, which surprise and
energize employees. Many ideas for Pop-Ups emerged: art displays, promotion of
community events, farmer’s markets, oil changes, a personal chef demonstrating
healthy cooking and holiday gift wrapping. Pop-Ups also can be virtual, as in a
short term Pop-Up website to share ideas or source opinions. Pop-Ups are seen
as unique ways to enhance the workplace experience, reward employees and add
new energy and excitement.
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A Focus on the Workplace as the
“Connector” for People
We live in a global community, a community connected both on and offline.
Think Tank participants acknowledged that while technology makes connecting
easier, there is a growing desire to create more authentic and meaningful
connections. The desire for more personal connections is even seen in the
terminology being used in today’s corporate world. What was once commonly
described as a “mobile workforce” is shifting to a “connected workforce.”
Companies are exploring ways to keep employees who work remotely
connected deeply to the corporate culture and to fellow team members.
It should be no surprise that one of the biggest questions on participants’ minds
was how to maintain great cultures in the increasingly mobile workforce of the
future. Participants came to the conclusion that there will always be a need for
physical offices where employees can meet, interact and build camaraderie
face-to-face. While time spent out of the office may continue to increase, the
office will never go away. In the future, as offices are used more for collaboration
and less for individual work time, space allocation in offices will evolve.
Participants noted that it goes beyond just connecting and engaging team
members from the same company. There is a blurring of lines in buildings
between companies as tenants continue to reduce their office footprints.
Building management will continue to offer even more shared building amenities
and become more intentional about uses and creating programmed opportunities
for collaboration—such as hosting TED Talks or Creative Mornings in the lobby
or shared auditorium to connect tenants from different companies. In order to
enhance the ROI of office space, building and company owners will also consider
renting unused space or opening up space to the community as online office
space rental platforms like Liquid Space become more popular.
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While co-working spaces for entrepreneurs and mobile professionals have
recently gained popularity, this concept will continue to evolve. What if spaces
were shared based on job functions, so like-minded professionals from different
industries had the opportunity to work together, network and share best
practices? Off-site shared office space that was once common only to
incubators and start-ups will soon become more commonly used throughout
corporate America—not for the lack of corporate office space, but for the
opportunity to engage with others of similar disciplines.
As designers and business owners continue to explore ways physical space
can promote connectivity, technology will likewise continue to evolve. Apps to
manage staffing schedules and work tasks will help maintain productivity and
keep teams connected no matter what the physical locations are of its members.
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An Increase in Personalization in
the Workplace
Think Tank participants had discussions that connected the topics of the millennial
generation, the Maker Movement, technology and social media. Discussions
converged on the concept that people today have a greater desire to share and
put on display their true personalities at work. The ability to showcase a person’s
particular personal and professional passions and unique personality in the
workplace will be even more important in the future.
Employees see this as a key way to build camaraderie amongst team members
and receive recognition for achievements. Companies will be going to new lengths
to help employees put their personal lives and personalities on display in the
physical environment as well as through organized “show and tell” activities.
Personalization will also become more common as companies employ strategies
to understand each employee’s optimal work environment. A shift in focus from
improving employee engagement to improving each individual’s opportunity to
experience flow will increase as big data evolves in the workplace. Flow is a state
of consciousness when people are completely focused on an activity and feel and
perform their best.
The ultimate goal will be to offer each individual the right work space solution for
his or her unique needs, which will lead to all employees doing their very best work.
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SUMMARY
The Think Tank insights provide a guide to those thinking
about leveraging their workplace as a competitive tool in
the future. It is clear that a stronger focus on well-being,
rapid customization, inspiration, connectivity and
personalization will be key themes as companies
endeavor to create optimal workplaces.
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THINK TANK PARTICIPANTS
A huge thank you to the following people who generously and enthusiastically
participated in the Future of the Workplace Think Tank.
Kim Laczynski
Julie Divoky
Ellen Michk
Cathy Benton
Cheryl Naja
Lori Lorenz
Arvetta Powell
Patti York
Sarah Terrill
Annemarie Dunn
Lauren Lightbody
Lauren Dixon
Karen Sims
Aimee Malnati-Stromberg
Mo Hoofard
Melissa Labor
Lissa Parnell
Jessica Warrior
Jacqueline Bang
Chris Culkin
Alexandra Villanueva
Sarah Coakley
Kathleen Vegh
Amanda Gerding
Jackie McNamara
Angela Baker
Carrie Dieterle
Kelly Gaglione
Barbara Jahncke
Glenn Roby
Lisa Fitterer
Deborah Dale
Lindsey McNulty
Tamara Gregory
Jane Wulf
Beth Rolls Mathewson
Cydney Koukol
Kimberly Rath
Kathy Hardcastle
Beckey Woodard Cole

ACT
ACT
ACT
Alston & Bird LLP
Alston Bird
American Transmission Company
Build-A-Bear Retail Management Inc.
Build-A-Bear Retail Management Inc.
Build-A-Bear Retail Management Inc.
Cadence
Cadence
Dixon Schwabl
Dixon Schwabl
Goldman Sachs
Granite Properties
Granite Properties
Granite Properties
Granite Properties
Great Place to Work
Great Place to Work
Holder Construction Company
Hyland Software
Hyland Software
Hyland Software
Hyland Software
Insomniac Games
Insomniac Games
Kahler Slater
Kahler Slater
Kahler Slater
Morningstar
Publishing Concepts
Publishing Concepts
Recognition3
Scottrade
Sempra Energy
Talent Plus, Inc.
Talent Plus, Inc.
Texas Health
The Gazette Company
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